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Abstract: Understanding the interior decoration design styles of Southeast Asian homestays in 
recent years shows that all countries have common points in the development, especially in the 
culture, which is mainly influenced by the two ancient civilizations of China and India, whether it is 
the overall design style or the application of materials. All showed a certain degree of diversity and 
multi-ethnicity. Therefore, this article analyzes the characteristics of interior design of Southeast 
Asian homestays from the four perspectives of material selection, color, specific form of expression 
and furniture display based on the changes in the style of interior decoration in recent years from 
the perspective of clear regional differences. 

1. Introduction 
Today, the five most Southeast Asian countries are Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, India and 

Vietnam. From an overall point of view, although the selection of materials for the indoor 
environment of the homestays they designed is similar to the Southeast Asian style, there are also 
differences. Take Thailand as an example. Because the local location is very suitable for plant 
growth, coconut shell, wood and bamboo are preferred when choosing interior decoration materials. 
These elements are not only used for decoration, but can also be combined with furniture 
manufacturing. , Not only can add new colors to the indoor environment, but also relieve the 
tenants’ visual fatigue. The details are shown in Figure 1 below. [1-4]Or use stone and mirrors to 
change the overall structure when designing the main bathroom, and get rid of the traditional 
“golden and brilliant” decorative design, which helps designers to make full use of the advantages 
of materials and convey a comfortable life attitude to the tenants. Although the selection of 
materials varies from country to country, they will learn from each other in their development. This 
will not only solve the problems of interior design in the past, but also continue to promote the 
design style of Southeast Asia.[5-7] 

 
Fig .1 Selection Design of Rattan in Southeast Asia 
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2. Research the Interior Design Style of Southeast Asian Homestays Based on Color Contrast 
Whether it is “The Lover” described by Duras or the history-carrying Angkor Wat, it shows 

people the charming and mysterious Southeast Asian style. Therefore, many architectural 
decoration designers who like or are interested use these elements. In the interior decoration, it is 
expected that a Southeast Asian style with a different beauty can be created on the wall or floor. In 
the past, Southeast Asian home design often prioritized the selection of bright wall colors, such as 
mustard yellow, orange, etc., and implemented this design concept in the dining room or bedroom. 
Nowadays, many mysterious colors related to Southeast Asian styles have appeared in the building 
materials market. As we usually observe the dresses of women in India, Vietnam and other 
countries, we can know that there are bright red, bright yellow and mysterious purple. They are 
their first choice, which fully reflects the unique style of Southeast Asia. But knowing about the 
architectural decoration design in my country, we know that the selected colors, whether it is indoor 
walls or floor furniture, rarely involve these content, and more are black, white, gray, and wood 
colors. It can be seen that the interior design color application of Southeast Asian homestays is 
mostly dark and embellished with brilliant colors, which not only highlights the mystery and 
uniqueness of Southeast Asian style, but also gives tenants a bright feeling. It should be noted that 
when choosing bright colors for interior decoration design, it is necessary to do a good job of 
matching furniture and other aspects. Only in this way can the overall design be scientific and 
effective. Combining the analysis of Figure 2 below, it can be seen that the interior design of the 
homestay style of living alone in Southeast Asia can also be used in the interior decoration design 
of my country, which can not only break through the limitations of traditional architectural concepts 
in my country, but also solve more practical operational problems.[8-10] 

 
Fig.2 Application of Bright Color in Interior Design 

3. Analyze the Interior Design Style of Southeast Asian Homestays Based on the Overall 
Indoor Expression 

The luxury style of Southeast Asia refers to the design and decoration on the basis of integrating 
the characteristics of Southeast Asian ethnic islands and exquisite cultural taste. This is also a new 
concept that has attracted more attention nowadays. Regardless of whether it is in the design stage 
or during the construction period, natural raw materials must be preferentially selected, such as 
stone, bronze or bamboo, rattan, etc. Most indoor furniture are dark-colored, and only part of the 
walls will choose golden wallpaper and Designed with silk-like fabrics. And the overall lighting 
presentation is more stable and luxurious. As shown in Figure 3 below, it is the interior design style 
of Sunco Blues International, which is based on the luxury style of Southeast Asia. Whether it is 
slightly crude and original design features or exotic decorative materials, it is Let the tenants have a 
different feeling in the leisure residence, while also creating a more comfortable and natural living 
atmosphere. For example, interior decoration designers in India and other places prefer to make the 
ground and walls show natural and realistic, without too much decoration, it is best to have a rough 
texture, such as leaving prominent stones, bricks, etc. Because they think the processing is too 
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smooth, they lose the original breath. The floor treatment in the living room should be simpler and 
more natural, especially for balconies and flower rooms, bluestone slabs are often used for 
decoration design, which can guarantee the overall effect.[11] 

 
Fig.3 Interior Design Style of Shunchi Blues International 

4. Analyze the Interior Design Style of Southeast Asian Homestays Based on the Interior 
Furniture 

In recent years, furniture with Southeast Asian style has become a very popular fashion in the 
domestic and foreign construction markets. Especially after the furniture from Vietnam and 
Indonesia appeared on the international stage, people began to lament the uniqueness and 
uniqueness of interior design of Southeast Asian homestays. Primitiveness, such as quaint furniture 
with Balinese style, Pattaya style furniture with aristocratic temperament, and rattan furniture with 
different shapes, can make people feel bright. Based on the analysis of Figure 4 below, the overall 
furniture style design is based on solid wood, cotton, linen, and rattan. Whether it is the selection of 
furniture accessories or the color layout, they are controlled in brown or brown, and then white is 
used for reconciliation. It is the safest and most worry-free method of interior design. 

 
Fig .4 Design of a Dwelling 

5. Conclusion 
To sum up, based on the perspective of regional differences, we can see that the interior design 

style and form of residential accommodation in Southeast Asia have similarities from the overall 
point of view, but are influenced by the historical, cultural and humanistic spirit of various 
countries. The final results are different. Therefore, in the future architectural interior decoration 
design work continues to develop, countries in the promotion of Southeast Asian design style, can 
be combined with their own characteristics to rectify, but also learn from other countries' design 
concepts, This helps to promote the exchange of economic and cultural, and improve the overall 
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architectural interior decoration design level. 
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